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I. Introduction. 
Let 
1,~ := [V2 + k2 - q(t)]u = 0 in P, (1) 
k = con.4 > 0, q E L2(0) is real-valued, D is a finite domain, q vanishes outside D, 
u = exp(i&’ f cc) + A(fY, 8, k)r-‘exp(ilcr) + o(r-l) (2) 
r:=Irl-+co, zr-l=O’. 
The inverse problem IP consists in finding q(z) from the knowledge of A(#, 8, k) known 
for all 0’,0 E 3 and a fixed k: > 0. Here 3 is an open set in S2, a solid angle. In 
what follows we assume without loss of generality that k = 1, and A(#, 0) will denote 
A(t)‘, 0, k). The first question is the uniqueness of the solution to IP. The second is the 
numerical construction of q. 
In the case when ,!? = S2 the problem was solved for the first, time in [l]-[3]. Here we 
extend the results in [l]-[3] to the case 3 c S2. 
First let us note that uniqueness of the solution to IP follows immediately from the 
results [l]-[3]. Indeed, A(#, 0) is analytic in 81, e E C3, 8’ . 8’ = 8 . e = 1 since q is 
compactly supported ([4], p. 62). Therefore, it is uniquely defined on all of S2 x S2 
by analytic continuation if it is known on 3 x 3 originally. It is proved in [l]-[2] that 
the knowledge of A(0’,0)V6”,0 E S2 determines a real valued compactly supported L2 
potential uniquely. Thus we have: 
PROPOSITION 1. The knowledge of A(e’,e)Ve’,e E s’; determines a real-valued com- 
pactly supported L2 potential uniquely. 
In section II we discuss a numerical method for computing q(z) given A(#, e)W?‘, 0 E 
5. The proposed numerical method is the first mathematically justified method for 
solving the 30 inverse scattering problem with data given at a fixed energy (although a 
formal solution in the case of small q is known). 
This inverse problem is highly ill-posed since small perturbations of A(@, 0) may re- 
sult in a function which is not a scattering amplitude. (In [5] a necessary and sufficient 
condition is given for A(O’,O) to be the scattering amplitude corresponding to a com- 
pactly supported real-valued q E L2(D).) A n y numerical method for solving this inverse 
problem will be very sensitive towards noise in the data. For example, matrix (12) below 
is ill-conditioned, etc. This is an unavoidable feature of the problem. The solution can 
be stabilized if one assumes a priori more about q(z). The contents of this paper is to 
give a rigorous approach to solving the inverse problem with exact data, rather than to 
discuss the details of the numerical implementation of the method, in particular, finding 
&(a, 0) from (5) and finding i(p) from (8). 
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II. Numerical recovery of the potential. 
The numerical procedure we suggest consists_of two steps. Step 1 consists of finding 
A(e’, e) for all 8’, e E S2 given A(e), 0)V#, 0 E S 2. Step 2 consists of finding n(z) given 
A(e’, 0)W’, 0 E S2. This step is discussed in detail in [2], [3], and here it is reviewed for 
convenience of the reader. 
Review of the second step. Given A(e’, e)W’, 0 E S2 one writes the analytical formula 
for u(z, Q), cr E S2, where ~(t, o) is the scattering solution, the solution to (l)-(2) for 
k = 1 and 0 = cr: 
u(t, a) = exp(icu .z) + 2 A,(cr)Yn(O’)hn(f), r 2 a. 
n=O 
(3) 
Here Yn(0) are the orthonormal in L2(S2) spherical harmonics, h,(r) are the spherical 
Hankel functions normalized so that h,(r) N r-l exp(ir) as r + +oo, An(a) := (A(@, a), 
Yn(ey)LacSaj, 8’ = z+, r = 1x1, a is the radius of the smallest ball containing D, the 
support of q(z). Consider the variational problem J,(h) = min, where 
J,(h) :=]I exp(-i0. z)+(h) - 1 ]lz, (4) 
T)(h) := J,, t&(2, CY)h(~)~~, II f II?= l<,,,,,_I lf120 + lzl)-3’2dC, (5) 
- - 
eEc3,e.e=i. (6) 
Let h,(o) := h&,e), E -+ 0, be a sequence of functions which satisfies the condition: 
J,(h,) 5 inf J,(h) + 1 (7) 
where inf is taken over all h E L2(S2). Then the reconstruction formula for 
a(p) := J q(z) exp(ip . z)dz is 
a(p) = -47r lim 
lel*~ { J 
lim 
c-4 Sa 
A(e’, +qLY, e)da 
> 
. 
e-e~=p,e.tke~.8~=~ 
(8) 
Formula (8) has been derived in [2], [3]. Th e se q uence &((Y, 0) can be obtained by solving 
a sequence of the problems J,(h) = min, c 4 0. In (8) one needs an analytic continuation 
of A(#, 0) in the variable 8’ from S2 to the variety 0’ e 0’ = 1, 0’ E C3. This analytic 
continuation exists and is unique if q is compactly supported ([4], p. 62). Practically, 
one can write 
A(& 0) = 2 A&)Yn(et), h&-4 := (A, Yn(e’)),ysa) (9) 
r-I=0 
and use this formula for analytic continuation in 8’. Indeed, Y,,(#) can be computed 
explicitly analytically for any 8’ E C3, 8’ -8’ = 1, and A,(a) decay sufficiently fast as 
n + oo for the series to converge for 0’ E C3, 8’ .8’ = 1. In practice one keeps a finite 
number of terms in (9) 
A(e’, a) z3 2 An(a)Yn(B’). (10) 
n=O 
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Let us now discuss Step 1. If A(e’, ) a is known for all 19’, cr E S , how does one T-i 
find A(#,o)VB’,o E S 2? We have already noted that A(B’, a)‘&)‘, Q E S2 is uniquely 
determined by the values A(e’, a)VB’, cr E 5. 
Let us consider an approximation to A(e’, a) given by the formula 
A(e’,a) Gd 5 anmYm(Q)Yn(e’) := AN(e’, a) (11) 
n,m=O 
where anm = const. If A(e’, a) are known for all 0’, (Y E 3, one can find unm by solving 
for anm the system of linear equations 
N 
c anmYn(ctj)Ym($,) = A(ejI,aj),O 5 j’,j 2 N 
n,m=O 
(12) 
where e(,,, oj E 3 are chosen so that the matrix Yn(cuj)Ym($,) := bjjJ,nm is nonsingular. 
If a,, are found then formula (11) defines A(e’, a) for all B’, cy E S2. Another possibility 
to find a,, is to solve the problem: 
JJ ~ ~ jA(O’, CX) - AN(e’, a)12de2ia = min. (13) 
Solving (13) one finds a nm and then (11) determines A(e’, a) for all 8’, cy E S2. 
Let us summarize the recovery procedure: Given A(B’,cu)VB’,cr E 3, choose N large 
enough so that (11) gives a good approximation of A(e’,a). Find coefficients anm as 
described in Step 1. With a,, found, formula (11) defines A(e’, a) for all 8’, LY E S2. 
Use (ll), as described in Step 2, for calculating i(p) by formula (8). To this end a) fix 
an arbitrary p E R3 and a 8 in (6); b) find a 0’ in (6) such that 8 - 8’ = p; c) find a 
sequence h, = &((Y, e) such that (7) holds; d) compute 
N 
t(p) = C hmYn(e’) 
J 
Ym(a)hc(a, ew 
n,m=O s= 
with the smallest 6 for which h, was computed. 
Let us outline the numerical implementation of formula (8). Fix 0 E C3, 8 . B = 1, 
101 > 1, p E: R3 and E > 0, c << 1. Find an element h,(cr,0) as an approximate 
solution to the variational problem (4) such that (7) holds. Find any 8’ E C3 such 
that 0’ . e’ = 1, e-8’ = p. Take N, a natural number, large enough, so that the 
sum Ccm=e AnmY, (e’)Yn(o) app roximates given A@, a) in L2(S2 x S2) sufficiently 
accurately, 
A nm := (A(p,a),Yrn(P)Y,(cu))~a(~lx~a). 
Compute -47r Is, A(e’, a)hc(q e)da NN -4~ Crm=e AnmY, Jsp Yn(a)hc(a, e)da. 
Note that Yn(B’) can be computed for complex i,, 0’ .O’ = 1 analytically. Thus 
g(P) = -47r 5 &mYm(p- 4) 
J 
w+,(~, ew 
n,m=O s= 
(14) 
The right side of (14) practically does not depend on 0 if N is sufficiently large and c > 0 
is sufficiently small. 
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